
Super Son-In-Law Chapter 10  

Xena Sander’s face turned glum, then she ultimately took off. 

” You … What are you people doing?” 

Alex Cohen overlooked at his unclear placement with Cynthia Walker, worried for a 
couple of seconds, and soothed himself down. He took a tiny step back, stretched out 
his hand, as well as gestured on top of Cynthia’s head. 

He after that casually said, “I informed you that you only came near my chin as well as 
you still don’t believe me. Facts talk louder than words. What else do you have to 
state?” 

Cynthia additionally responded. She elevated her hand to tuck her hair behind her ear 
and gazed at Alex. 

” You’re wearing internal using cushions? How else could you be a lot taller than me?” 
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Xena’s tightly furrowed brows had actually not kicked back. She asked, “Are you people 
comparing elevations?” 

Alex shrugged his shoulders. 

” What else could we be doing?” 

” You! Include me!” 
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Xena Sanders called Alex into her office as well as asked with a straight face, “Where 
the heck did you obtain the cash?” 

What? 

My cash? 

Xena’s brain was too sharp. 

Alex’s train of thought was all screwed up, and also he was surprised for a few seconds 
before he replied, “On the way to the company, I explained to Lala that my hometown is 
being knocked down. Really did not you always dislike me for being poor? Since I’m 
rich, you can quit ruining my connection with Lala, right?” 



” It’s not like you made it, so what’s there to brag about? I don’t understand what Lala’s 
thinking. She’s always suched as motivated and qualified men, so why does she 
instantly expensive you?” 

” Sometimes love comes too fast like a twister. Who knows?” 

Alex guessed that Xena wished to catch him, so naturally, he could not succumb to it. 

With this straightforward conversation, Alex had actually rather collected a vital item of 
details concerning Isla’s standards for choosing a partner. Birds of a plume group with 
each other, so it was perfectly typical for her to like males that were just as inspired and 
also qualified as she was … 
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Xena Sanders was interested in the origin of beginning funds in Alex’s card because 
she had been had actually to find out discover his money had cash had actually even 
through various via. 

She was desperate given that she had not been able to purchase Alex out of the game 
by throwing money at him. 

That little episode recently had actually given her with a brand new course of idea. 

If Alex made a few essential mistakes, like cheating on his partner or something, would 
Isla still be able to withstand it? 

To make certain the success rate, it was far better not to let Alex be vigilant at this 
juncture. She made up her mind as well as said to Alex, “You might leave. 

Anyone with a critical eye could see that Alex and Cynthia were most certainly not 
comparing elevations just now. 

Xena examined that Alex as well as Cynthia’s connection was rather delicate as well as 
had the prospective to develop additionally. If only she might facilitate their relationship, 
it can deeply affect Alex and Isla’s connection. Cynthia Walker was Isla’s finest good 
friend. 

However, Cynthia would most likely not coordinate and may even snitch to Isla. 

Therefore, Xena believed that to be on the secure side, it would certainly be better to 
find an additional individual to attract Alex. 

Alex did not know what Xena Sanders was outlining as well as did not ask way too 
many concerns. He just went back to Isla’s office. As he expected, he was slammed by 



Isla and also Cynthia nonstop. It was not till Jared Xavier called that the two of them 
closed their mouths. 

Isla was sitting tight. Her eyebrows were secured as well as she looked impatient. 

Alex delicately claimed, “Hang up if you do not want to answer it.” 

” Easy for you to state!” 

Isla blazed at Alex, picked up the phone, and asked indifferently, “Glitch?” 

Jared Xavier’s voice was also chilly. 

” Isla, I thought you would not also address my phone call. You and also Cynthia Walker 
ought to obstruct your schedules.” 

” We’ve been so busy lately. I hesitate we will not have time to go to.” 

” You individuals are busy looking for brand-new customers? That’s right, I have actually 
heard that your Gold Stone Ad Agency has actually had a great deal of problems lately, 
and also the teamwork with our Grand Express Company will expire once again on the 
fifth of following month. 

If you can’t restore your agreement with us, it’s like adding salt to a wound as well as 
personal bankruptcy is a possibility …”. 

Isla listened to the danger in Jared’s words and her face dimmed. 

Cynthia saw the circumstance as well as panicked. She grabbed the phone as well as 
claimed, “Young Master Xavier, allow’s review this later on …”. 

When Alex heard this, he realized that he had taken the trouble too lightly. 

After Cynthia hung up the phone, he made some inquiries. 

It turned out that this year, there was a business called “Sincere Ad agency” that came 
to be larger and stronger. It had actually obtained lots of small companies, and currently 
had the dimension and capacity to deal with the Gold Stone Advertising Agency head-
on as well as filled with vitality. In simply half a year, Gold Rock’s clients were nabbed 
away, and their efficiency declined by a large margin. 

Jared Xavier’s daddy was in charge of the Grand Express Firm, one of the city’s 
property giants. The annual expenses spent on marketing and ads were at the billion-
dollar level. This breeze was initially exclusive to Gold Rock, but it was tough to inform if 
they could still remain to have this advantage in the future. 



Jared had actually unsuccessfully gone after Isla, so he took this opportunity to retaliate 
as well as used this scenario to blackmail her. 

According to Isla’s temperament, she would rather have no contact with Jared Xavier. 

Nonetheless the actual situation was made complex, so she can not be picky. 

Even if her daddy was the head of Gold Stone, they could not easily distribute the 
Grand Express Firm’s organization to other competitors due to the fact that Victor 
Sullivan was responsible for the passions of the various other shareholders. If he 
annoyed the various other investors and made them jointly withdraw their financial 
investment, then Gold Stone would certainly be completed … 

Alex understood this. He ran outdoors to discover a remote area and also called Huge 
Ken’s number. 

” Brother Big Ken, there’s something I wish to ask you. You informed me before that my 
household and also the Harrods Corporation have a close partnership? Is it feasible for 
me to take over complete obligation for the promotion as well as promotion of the 
Harrods Firm?”. 

Large Ken, on the other end of the call, responded without assuming. 

” I assume it must be not a problem, yet it’s not up to me.”. 

” I see.”. 

Alex considered. If he helped Gold Stone to take over the Harrods Company’s ads, it 
would not matter also if they had actually lost the Grand Express Company as a partner. 

During that time, he would become the savior of Gold Rock, along with the savior of the 
Sullivan family members. 

Obviously, his intentions were not to assist the Sullivan family members however to turn 
things around with Isla … 

Alex was thinking whether to call Wayne Larson prior to he saw Victor Sullivan as well 
as Xena Sanders walking over. 

Xena’s face was really bleak as well as she was strolling fairly quickly. Certainly, 
something negative had actually taken place. After she saw Alex, her eyebrows 
furrowed even tighter. 

” Come here for a moment!”. 

Alex, triggered by curiosity, followed Xena and also Victor to Isla’s office. 



Xena rejected Cynthia as well as closed the door. Her cool eyes swept over Alex as well 
as Isla. 

” You have guts. You understand that Jared Xavier is the kid of a significant customer of 
our firm, and you still dare to annoy him? Especially Alex, how risk you damage Jared’s 
vehicle? Who in the world provided you the intestines?”. 

Alex asked oddly, “Did Jared Xavier whine to you?”. 

It’s an important time now for our company to work out with the Grand Express 
Company to renew our contract. If you finish up creating our firm to lose Grand Express’ 
company, will you be accountable for that?”. 

” What do you indicate by this? Why are you putting all the blame on me?”. 

” You maintained clinging onto Lala and also declined to get a separation, and also 
even offended Jared Xavier. If you’re not at fault, that is?”. 

” Even if it’s all my fault, what makes you so sure that I can’t take this responsibility?”. 

” Do you understand how much revenues our business will be shedding if we lost Grand 
Express’ company? Even if you removed the bones of all your ancestors and also 
marketed them, in addition to all your savings, you still wouldn’t be able to fill this hole!”. 

Alex was furious and stood up with an add the coffee table. 

At that moment, Huge Ken called. 

” Youthful Master, I simply aided you to call Master. As long as he says a word, the 
Harrods Company can totally outsource their marketing and also ads to you. 

” Thanks, Bro Big Ken, I was simply asking.”. 

Alex hung up the phone, took a deep breath, stared at Xena with silly eyes, and can not 
assist but laugh … 

 


